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A -̂theory for C*-algebras is also known under the name of "noncommu
tative" topology. A C*-algebra is a Banach algebra that has the same ab
stract properties as the algebra &(X) of continuous complex-valued func
tions on a compact space X except for the fact that the multiplication is 
not necessarily commutative. 

Noncommutative C* -algebras arise naturally from group actions on 
topological spaces, foliated manifolds, pseudodifferential operators, etc., 
and they also formalize the noncommuting variables of quantum mechan
ics. 

Even if one is only interested in spaces, one often has to extend the 
frame to the noncommutative category as certain natural constructions in 
^-theory automatically lead to noncommutative algebras. One might go 
as far as to compare this to the passage from real to complex numbers in 
analysis. 
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Nearly from the beginning of the development of topological AT-theory 
it was known that the basic invariants can be defined also in the noncom
mutative setting, i.e., for C*-algebras [7]. This also was the case for the 
dual Ext-theory introduced by Brown-Douglas-Fillmore [2]. 

Af-theory for C*-algebras however really got started around 1980 when: 
1. Elliott used AT-theory to show that the study of an important class 

of C*-algebras (the AF-algebras) can largely be reduced to the study of 
certain ordered abelian groups [6]. 

2. Kasparov introduced his ATAT-theory which is a very far reaching 
generalization of K and Ext-theory and which fundamentally depends on 
the use of C*-algebras even when restricted to spaces [8]. 

3. The first nontrivial computations of Af-groups for noncommutative 
(simple) C*-algebras appeared [5, 10]. 

4. Connes applied the theory to index problems on foliated manifolds 
[3]. 

Since then the theory has undergone a very rapid development and is 
now also closely tied to "noncommutative" differential geometry [4]. Equi-
variant Af-theory fits extremely naturally into the general setting. Kasparov 
defined equivariant AT- and ATAf-theory even for noncompact locally com
pact groups [9]. 

It is natural, in AT-theory for C*-algebras, to take concepts from topo
logical Af-theory for topological spaces and to see what they give in the 
noncommutative context. The author does this here with the concept of 
a AT-free action of a compact group G on a compact space X, which was 
introduced by Atiyah and Segal and shown to be equivalent to freeness 
of the action of G. Let 1(G) be the ideal of elements of dimension 0 in 
the representation ring R(G) of G. Then an action of G on X is Af-free if 
there exists n such that I(G)nK*G(X) = 0, where K*G(X) is the equivariant 
AT-theory of X, Accordingly, an action of G on a C*-algebra is defined to 
be AT-free if there is n such that I(G)nK^{A) = 0. 

Freeness of a G-action on a C* -algebra is not a well-defined concept. 
Thus the author investigates if AT-freeness could be used to replace it and 
also compares Af-freeness to other substitutes of freeness for G-actions. 
Possible substitutes are e.g. fullness of the strong Connes spectrum, ATAT-
freeness or also AT-saturation: The action is ^-saturated if the natural map 
K*(AG) -» KG(A), where AG is the fixed point algebra, is an isomorphism. 
The result of the investigation is that each of the possible substitutes has 
its drawbacks and that the connections between them are rather messy 
except for the case of a finite cyclic group or S{ acting on a separable type 
I algebra where at least part of them coincide and are equivalent to free 
action on Prim(A). 

The book contains a good and detailed introduction to equivariant 
Af-theory and ATAf-theory (for compact groups), many examples of actions 
on C*-algebras and their AT-theory and a wealth of further related mate
rial. These points constitute its real value. It is a good complement to 
[1] which is at the moment the only book on noncommutative topology 
available. 
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In set theory truth is approached from four directions, not just the 
usual two. A given proposition may be true or false, but it may also 
be consistent with or independent of "the usual axioms for set theory", 
that is to say the Zermelo-Fraenkel system of axioms together with the 
Axiom of Choice, the whole denoted by ZFC. Moreover, these independent 
propositions take up part of the life of every set theorist. They are not 
the sort of propositions that only a logician could love; frequently they are 
powerful, fundamental assertions that occur naturally, and they require 
study. To follow this Fourfold Way of Truth one must master, in addition 
to proof and refutation, the method of forcing. 

Forcing, of course, was invented 25 years ago by Paul Cohen as the 
key element in his proof that the Continuum Hypothesis is independent 
of ZFC. It can best be regarded as a way of adjoining to the universe 
of set theory new sets with special properties. For example, to make the 
Continuum Hypothesis false one might adjoin N2 new real numbers. Now 
from the point of view of the universe V of set theory any new sets have 
got to be fictitious, since V is nothing else than the collection of all (well-
founded) sets, so there is a flavor of sand-castle-building to the whole 
enterprise of forcing. One way of dealing with this is to treat the extension 
of the universe as a collection of artificial constructs, "fuzzy" sets if you 


